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Numerical simulation of laser irradiation-induced damage on a photonic crystal fiber. The photonic band-gap effects of a photonic crystal fiber in an optical fiber nonlinearity were studied through numerical simulation. The simulation results were used to explain the photonic
band-gap effect as a major mechanism in the large-scale photonic crystal fiber damage that we have observed in the experiments. The numerical results were in good agreement with the experimental findings, and the developed model can be further applied to other photonic
crystal fibers in the near future.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an endoscope system which can measure various components of the magnetic field generated by a magnetic field generation source included in an endoscope main body. 2. Description of
the Related Art A magnetic field generated by a magnetic field generation source incorporated in an endoscope main body cannot be shielded. It is thus possible for a user to approach the endoscope main body. There is a problem, therefore, in that the safety of the endoscope

system is compromised. Therefore, there is a need to take measures to shield the magnetic field as much as possible. In the related art, there is a technique which detects a magnetic field using a magnetic sensor and determines that a portion of a body, which is in close proximity
to the endoscope main body, has approached the endoscope main body when a value of the detected magnetic field reaches a predetermined value. As an example of such a technique, a technique disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 11-150216 is
known. In the technique, a detection circuit detects a value of a magnetic field generated by a magnetic field generation source within an endoscope main body and, when the detected value reaches a predetermined value, generates a signal for informing the user that the portion

of the body, which is in close proximity to the endoscope main body, has approached the endoscope main body. In the technique disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 11-150216, the detection circuit detects the magnetic field to determine
whether the portion of the body, which is in close proximity to the endoscope main body, has approached the endoscope main body. For this purpose, the detection circuit has a high detection sensitivity. There is therefore a problem in that the detection circuit can be

erroneously operated due to noise or the like even when a small magnetic field is detected.Q: Algolia Free plan (API key
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